
Instruction

Custom Dashboard and Reports

Offline Guided Practice and Extensions

Assessment

Fall
Winter
 Spring

At least 
45 minutes 
per week

T E A C H E R  T R A I N I N G  G U I D E



Welcome to Symphony Math ® 

Training Goals:
Understand how the Symphony Math Screener & Benchmarker instantly 
identifies at-risk students and provides data to track growth

Experience how Symphony Math’s adaptive program uses best practices 
to ensure that students fully grasp BIG Ideas fundamental to mathematics

Learn how to use Symphony Reports to help differentiate instruction and 
monitor progress

Explore different ways to use offline paper resources for individual and 
small group targeted instruction

support@symphonylearning.com
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Instructional Curriculum

Kindergarten
The Number Sequence
More / Less / Same
Add & Subtract to 5
Ten as a Unit
Fact Fluency (+-) to 5

Grade 1
Comparing Numbers 
Add & Subtract to 20
Tens
Place Value & Operations with 10s
Fact Fluency (+-) to 20

Grade 3
Multiplication & Division
Introduction to Fractions
Multiply & Divide to 100
Multiply & Divide with 1/10/100
Fact Fluency: X÷ to 100

Grade 4
Add & Subtract Unit Fractions
Non-Unit Fractions
Introduction to Decimals
Improper Fractions
Standard Algorithm Addition/Subtraction
Expanded Form Multiplication/Division
Fact Fluency: X÷ with Tens

Grade 2
Hundreds
Add & Subtract with 100s
Foundations for Multiplication
Regrouping to 3-digits
Fact Fluency (+-) with Tens

Grade 5
Multiplying Fractions and Whole 
Numbers 
Magnitude and Place Value
Decimals to Thousandths
Decimal Operations
Fact Fluency: X÷ with Tens



Gett ing Started 

Open the Online Administration Panel 
Go to adminpanel.symphonylearning.com.
Type your Account #, Username, and Password.  
Press Login.

Add Students
Press the Students tab.
Press Add Student.
Type the student information.
Press Save Changes.

Create Classes
Press the Classes tab.
Press Add Class.
Type a Class name.
Select staff members to assign to the class. 
Press Add.
Select students to add to the class. Press Add.
Press Save Changes.

Administrators: Set At-Risk Threshold
Press the School tab.
Adjust the settings as needed in the Screener & 
Benchmarker section.
Press Save Changes.

Print Student Sign In Cards
Press the Students tab.
Select your class from the pull-down list.
Press Print Student Cards.
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Grade 2
Hundreds
Add & Subtract with 100s
Foundations for Multiplication
Regrouping to 3-digits
Fact Fluency (+-) with Tens



Student Use of  Symphony Math 

Screener/Benchmarker
3 times per year: Fall, Winter, Spring

Can be given to many students at 
one time with little or no orientation 
(encourage pencil/paper for grades 3 and 
up)

Students can skip an item by pressing 
‘Next’ button without completing the item

Computer Adaptive Test - items are 
chosen based on student’s grade, 
performance on previous items

Test time is about 20 minutes - students 
see ‘checkered flag’ when they are done

Students take the assessment during their first session.

Symphony Game Board
A visual history of student progress

The Game Board shows the student’s progress and current Stage.

Displays student progress through 
available content in Symphony Math

Each Board contains a collection of 
Stages, or grade level skills

Students may have different Game 
Boards as a result of automatic 
placement following the first Screener/
Benchmarker of each school year

mysymphonymath.com

OR

Free iPad®
 

or Android® App

support@symphonylearning.com
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Task Groups
During a session of use, students see groups of 8 tasks, called Task Groups. The main goal of task 
groups is to help the student visualize the Big Ideas in mathematics using different types of models:

Dot Cards

Groups of discrete objects

Excellent for concepts such 
as ‘one more than’, or ‘take 
away two’

Number Lines

Visual model for 
mathematical structure

Prevalent in classroom 
mathematics instruction

Fraction Bars

Expands area model to idea of 
equal partitions of wholes

Can be combined with number 
line for wholes greater than 1

Repeat Task 
Instructions

Exit Toggle Full screen

Help Button
Encourage students 
to use this button 
when they are 
‘stuck’. The Help 
Button will step 
students towards 
the solution, rather 
than simply giving 
them the correct 
answer.

Symphony Points and Badges
reward effort and achievement

Task Group Progress
green = correct

yellow = 1 error or 1 help
orange = struggle Task ID

Stage, Concept, Difficulty

Students drag objects from bottom of screen to the flashing areas to solve each task.

The Task Area

(800)  234-3030
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How-To Button
watch video of 

sample task being 
completed 

Number Bars

Represent magnitude

Use length and volume to 
build number sense

Grids / Area Models

Visual equal groupings

Open area models support 
expanded mode operations 



Dynamic Branching
Symphony Math uses a dynamic branching algorithm that allows students to learn at their own 
pace. As students work in the program, they complete tasks that are judged as a ‘best fit’ for 
their ability. In this way, the program is constantly adjusting to the needs of each learner, and 
ensures that students work on material until they achieve full mastery.

Placement Groups of challenging tasks that assess student mastery of all concepts 
within a Stage that is below the student’s grade level. Students who score 
better than 90% on these tasks move directly to the next Stage.

Groups of tasks that focus on one skill within a Stage. 
Stages contain 4-8 skills.

Groups of tasks that provide extended practice within a skill. Focus tasks 
gradually increase in difficulty, moving from models-only (concrete) to 
numbers-only (abstract) to application (auditory recall and word problems).

Skill

Focus

Student 1: 
The ‘Fast Mover’

Student 2: 
‘Slow and Steady’

!
Symphony Math automatically places students after they complete their first assessment 
of each school year. As they use the program, the branching engine adjusts the pace 
of instruction. This approach allows students to fill in gaps in their understanding of 
foundational number sense concepts.

Consistent mastery, 
moves through Stages 
1-5 in about 20 minutes

Struggle in Skill 4, starts 
work in Focus groups 
for this skill

Initial Struggle in Stage 1 
(‘Early Exit’ stops the task 
group to adjust level)

Skill groups for first three 
skills in Stage 1

1

2

3
1

2

3

support@symphonylearning.com
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Ways of  Knowing

The Mastery Round (Fluency)
After completing a Task Group, students return to their 
Game Board. If they have mastered enough of the 
required Stages, they work in a basic facts fluency game 
called the Mastery Round.

The Mastery Round presents number facts in a timed 
environment. Each Mastery Round level works on a 
particular set of math facts, tied to the standards that 
have been worked on in previous Stages in the Task 
Groups. 

As students demonstrate mastery using the different visual models, they begin to experience the 
transition from the concrete (models only) to the abstract (numbers and symbols only). During 
this process, the student sees the model if they need help.

An example of an abstract task: basic 
addition with a missing result.

The hint after an incorrect solution shows 
the number fact viewed in a number line.

Concrete to Abstract to Application
When students show that they have a solid understanding 
of a concept, Symphony Math encourages mastery by 
introducing a variety of applications, including:

Word Problems

Auditory recall

Model representations of described 
number stories

At the completion of the Mastery Round (1-2 minutes), students return to their Game Board, and 
press GO to start the next Task Group.

(800)  234-3030
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Your Symphony Math Dashboard

Assessment Summary
Are students making growth during the school year?

How is the At-risk population changing?

Each time you visit the online Administration Panel, your Dashboard will provide real-time 
data that can help inform your instructional decisions.

Instruction Summary
Bars: How many students are using 45 minutes per week?

Line: How many students are at or above grade-level instruction?

adminpanel.symphonylearning.com

Click column 
labels to sort.

Select a School, 
Grade or Class 
to change the 
Dashboard view.

HELP!
This student is struggling. 
View a skills Overview or 
print Guided Extra Practice.

Access the latest 
Award for this 
student.

View a detailed Daily Progress 
Report for this student.

The Dashboard looks different for each type of Staff member:

Teachers see Dashboard data for their classes ONLY.
School Administrators see data for all grades and students in their school. 
District Administrators see information across the entire district. 

The Class Dashboard

support@symphonylearning.com
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View a full 
description of the 
Dashboard metrics.

Print 2-page 
Extensions to 
ensure transfer of 
mastered skills.



Data-Driven Accountabi l i ty 

The Instruction Daily Progress report

Your Dashboard provides a tremendous amount of information, but you may want more 
detail. Press a student name to access the Daily Progress History for the student. Press 
any task score icon in the report to see a task preview.

The Reports tab contains 13 reports that help you track student growth and progress 
throughout their work in Symphony Math. See your Support tab for documentation on
each report.

1 2 3 4

Choose the Tool to report on: Screener, Benchmarker, or Instruction

Select the Category: Compare Groups, Compare Students, or Individual Student

Select an available report from the Tool and Category

Choose the Group or Student(s) for the report

Press Create Report to generate the report

5

2

3

4

5

1

(800)  234-3030
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support@symphonylearning.com

Support ing Struggl ing Students
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Your Dashboard provides personalized recommendations to help struggling students. 
Every student that is identified as needing Help has a link to Guided Practice print 
materials that focus on the area in which they are struggling.

A Guided Practice document focusing on beginning subtraction

Symphony Math Guided Practice materials are designed to promote a conversation about the 
Big Ideas in math. One-on-one or small group instruction with the materials is recommended for 
students who need more time to make connections between the mathematical concepts in the 
Stage and the application of those concepts in their math curriculum.

An Opportunity for Intervention



(800)  234-3030

Celebrat ing Achievement
Links to the most recent Award Certificate for 
each student are available on your Dashboard. 

Gett ing Help

Success is a great motivator. Students work 
very hard during their use of Symphony 
Math, and the rewards structure that you 
put in place can help students celebrate 
the gains that they make. 

The Certificate of Completion for Stage 3

A Sample Goal Sheet for 2nd Grade

Your Support tab provides key 
resources for supporting your 
implementation of Symphony Math:

Submit a Support Request

Contact information your local 
Symphony Representative

Links to program documentation, 
all offline materials, and 
additional support resources

Access to Symphony Goal Sheets 
and stickers.
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Name:

Stage 10: Add & Subtract with 100s

Stage 11: Foundations for Multiplication

Stage 12: Regrouping with 2 and 3 Digits

Stage 9: Hundreds

tages Mastered:gges Mastered:tages MasteSS

s Earned:E ds Earned:arneaadgedBBadgesdgesad

Fast Facts Guru:
Complete Mastery Round Level 8

Multi-Digit Milestone:
Complete Stage 12

Coins Milestones:
Earn 50, 100, 500, 1000, or 2000 Symphony Coins
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Ensuring an Effective Implementation

grade K

tier
INTENSIVE

LEVEL

3

tier
STRATEGIC 

LEVEL

2

tier
BENCHMARK 

LEVEL

1

grade 1 grade 2 grade 3 grade 4 grade 5 grades 6-8

20 minutes
5x per week

15 minutes
4x per week

15 minutes
3x per week

basic number sense

addition & subtraction

place value

multiplication & division
fractions & decimals

basic number sense

addition & subtraction

place value

multiplication & division

fractions & decimals

basic number sense

addition & subtraction

place value

multiplication & division

fractions & decimals

Symphony Math is extremely effective in promoting mastery of foundational number 
sense, especially for students who have gaps or have fallen behind. The greatest gains are 
achieved by following the below recommendations for fidelity of implementation.

Which students should use Symphony Math?
All students in grades K through 5

Students identified as At-Risk or Borderline in grades 6-8

Older students with moderate to severe learning difficulties

How often should students use Symphony Math?
At least 45 minutes per week for at least 5 months of the school year

Students who are Tier II or III may need 60 minutes or more per week

Daily sessions should be 15-20 minutes - multiple sessions works better 
than single, long sessions

What can I do to ensure success?
Sign in to your Symphony Dashboard once every week to analyze data

Identify and Intervene with struggling students

Celebrate student achievement, and make Symphony Math part of your class culture


